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JON
CARROLL:
GROWING EDIBLES,
SMOKING BOWLS,
AND POURING PINTS

By Doug Mace
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to move with them to the new facility located on 41st street in Hampden. The new
warehouse space emphasizes bringing manufacturing jobs back to Baltimore. Union and
most other brewers make the majority of
profits by bottling, canning, and kegging so
naturally they empathize with other manufacturing businesses. Announced tenants
include The Charmery, Baltimore Whisky
Company, and Earth Treks.
Not failing to show love for Baltimore
beers as a whole, Smoking Bowls following
event will be August 12th at Waverly Brewing Company with -- local favorite and former one-man pop-up oyster bar – The Local
Oyster.
Jon stays busy. When he's not educating,
taking orders for Old Pro Gose or holding
250 person crossover cookouts, he takes care
of his newborn baby boy, Desmond.
As a dedicated father, Jon plays guitar
with his son every day. After not playing for
over two years, Jon has picked it back up as
he thinks music is an important thing to
learn.
You may think this is slowing down the
development of Smoking Bowls, but Jon sees
it as an opportunity for the business to grow
and blossom.
"It actually allows me to be a little more
selective even. I can take more time to plan
out events that have a little more impact."
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If this all paints the picture of a spinningplate circus act, that's what I first thought
too. But with laser focus Jon continues to
have success while sitting back with Union
Craft, Smoking Bowls and Edible Evergreen.
Visit the Union Craft Brewing website

Favorite
Union Beer:
"Cosmic Giggle, but
I really like Duckpin
when it all comes
down to it."

for news and upcoming events. For more
information on Smoking Bowls you can contact the Facebook page. To find out when
classes at the Edible Evergreen are held, visit
the Evergreen Museum website calendar. n
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